Toshiba recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Real-time ‘Remote Expert‘ Solution
Video & Audio Transmission

xAssist is an innovative Remote Service and Maintenance
Solution powered by latest Smart Glass technology. It
helps enterprises and organizations to significantly speed
up reaction times and to reduce travel time and cost for
experts.

Document Exchange
Microsoft® Windows™ Edition
Runs on Toshiba dynaEdge

a solution by

The remote expert can see exactly what the person on-site
is seeing and as a result is able to provide instant, targeted
feedback and instructions by video, audio, text, markers,
and document sharing.
xAssist can quickly be deployed on premise or in the cloud.
Working closely with our partner Toshiba, we have designed
the latest edition of xAssist to run on the Toshiba dynaEdge
DE-100 mobile Edge device with dynaEdge AR100 Viewer.
This brings you a complete Windows 10 Pro based Smart
Glass solution - with all the manageability and security
benefits that provides. Except for network connectivity, no
further software or hardware is required.

Benefits

high business impact.

Higher customer satisfaction with short return on investment
Faster Response

Enterprise Ready

Fits into your Windows infrastructure
secure manageable

instant knowledge transfer
training on the job real expert help

Features

Higher Productivity

reduce machine downtimes
better SLAs happier customers

Less Travel

reduced travel cost higher expert
availability happier employees

proven functionalities.

Extensive business feature set for various application domains
Upload Documents

Send Text Messages

Adust Settings

Take Screenshots

Set Visual Marker

Record Call
Rec

Contact

get in touch.

Toshiba Europe GmbH
Hammfelddamm 8
41460 Neuss
Germany
B2B_Contact@toshiba-teg.com

Find out more about the dynaEdge at www.toshiba.eu/dynaEdge
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